We show that channel routing in the Manhattan model remains di cult even when all nets are single-sided. Given a set of n single-sided nets, we consider the problem of determining the minimum number of tracks required to obtain a dogleg-free routing. In addition to showing that the decision version of the problem is NP-complete, we show that there are problems requiring at least d + ( p n) tracks, where d is the density. This existential lower bound does not follow from any of the known lower bounds in the literature.
Introduction
We are given two horizontal lines whose separation may be adjusted to form the boundaries of a rectilinear grid, and a set of n nets. Each net consists of two terminals located at grid points on the boundaries. The region between the top boundary and the bottom boundary is referred to as the channel. The channel routing problem requires that we specify paths along grid-line segments within the channel that connect the two terminals of each net. The goal is to minimize the total number of horizontal grid lines (tracks) in the channel (or in the decision version of the problem to test whether k tracks su ce). We consider the Manhattan model, where the horizontal segments of a wire are on one layer and the vertical segments are on the other layer. Thus, wire segments may cross, since they will be on di erent layers, but di erent wires may not otherwise share any gridpoint. When a connection is desired at a grid point between a horizontal and a vertical segment of the same wire, it is achieved by an explicit contact cut.
The rst complexity result for the Manhattan channel routing problem was by LaPaugh 2], who showed that the problem is N P -complete when no doglegs are allowed. (The routing of a net has a dogleg if it uses more than one horizontal wire segment.) Szymanski showed that the problem remains N P -complete even when doglegs are allowed 3]. There are also two important lower bounds on the number of tracks required. De ne the local density d x at horizontal coordinate x, to be the number of nets whose intervals contain x. The density d is given by the maximum of local densities over all columns in the channel. Clearly the number of horizontal tracks required for the layout must be at least d. Baker, Bhatt and Leighton 1] showed that by considering horizontal cuts along channel boundaries, one can obtain a second lower bound f referred to as ux. The ux for a problem with n nets can be as large as ( p n).
In this paper, we consider the single-sided channel routing problem. This problem is the same as the problem discussed above except that nets are restricted to have both their terminals on the same horizontal boundary of the channel. We refer to nets with both terminals on the top (bottom) boundary as single-sided top (bottom) nets.
In what follows, we restrict attention to dogleg-free routing for the single-sided channel routing problem. In the next section, we show that the problem is N P -complete even though it appears simpler than the problem with general nets. In Section 3 we show that there are problems requiring d + ( p n) tracks. This existential lower bound does not follow from the universal lower bound of maxfd; f g, since a problem with only single-sided nets that has ux ( p n) must have density (n).
NP-completeness of Single-Sided Channel Routing
We show that the decision version of the single-sided channel routing problem is N P -complete by using LaPaugh's N P -completeness result for general 2-terminal nets. For each net n i with l i > r i , we do the same transformation immediately to the left of l i . Note that we need not consider l i = r i since these trivial columns can be thrown away when considering dogleg-free routings. In Figure 1 , we show how to replace a two-sided net with a set of single-sided nets, when k = 5 and d i = 2.
It remains to show that the original channel routing problem can be routed using k-tracks, if and only if k-tracks su ce for the corresponding single-sided problem. For the`only if' direction, observe that for any two-sided net n i , the 2k columns used to transform it to single-sided nets do not overlap with the columns used for any other transformation. Thus, there is room to place 
